
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 
Monday, October 22, 2018 

University Park, Suite 300 

3300 N. IH 35, Austin, Texas 78705 

   2:00 p.m. 

   

AGENDA 
 
 

1. Certification of Quorum – Quorum requirement is 13 members….…..……..…...Chair Ed Polasek 

 

ACTION: 

 

2. September 24, 2018 Meeting Summary ............................................. Mr. Ashby Johnson, CAMPO 
Mr. Johnson will seek TAC approval of the September 24, 2018 meeting summary.  

 

3. Recommendation to Adopt Draft Regional Incident Management Study 

 ........................................................................................... Mr. Tom Fowler, Kimley-Horn & Associates 

Staff will seek TAC recommendation on CAMPO’s draft Regional Incident Management Study.   

 

INFORMATION: 

 

4. Presentation on Federal Roadway Functional Classification 

 ............................................................................................... Mr. Dave Freidenfeld, TxDOT TP&P 

 .................................................................................................................. Mr. Jose Campos, FHWA 
Mr. Freidenfeld and Mr. Campos will provide an overview on federal roadway functional classification. 

 

5. Report on Transportation Planning Activities 

a. 2019 TAC Meeting Schedule 

b. Capital-Alamo Connection Study Joint MPO TAC Workshop  

 

6. TAC Chair Announcements 

 

7. Adjournment 
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   Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization  

     Technical Advisory Committee 

      Meeting Summary 

September 24, 2018 

 

1.  Certification of Quorum……………………………………………………Chair Polasek 

 

The CAMPO Technical Advisory Committee was called to order by the Chair at 2:05 p.m.  

 

A quorum was announced present. 

 

Present: 
 

 Member Representing 
Member 

Attending 

Alternate 

Attending 

1.  Stevie Greathouse City of Austin Y  

2.  Cole Kitten City of Austin N  

3.  Robert Spillar City of Austin Y  

4.  Tom Gdala City of Cedar Park Y  

5.  Edward Polasek City of Georgetown Y  

6.  Trey Fletcher City of Pflugerville Y  

7.  Gary Hudder City of Round Rock Y Gerald Pohlmeyer 

8.  Laurie Moyer City of San Marcos N  

9.  Julia Cleary Bastrop County Y  

10.  Amy Miller Bastrop County (Smaller Cities) Y  

11.  Greg Haley Burnet County Y (via phone) 

12.  Mike Hodge Burnet County (Smaller Cities) N  

13.  Jacquelyn Thomas Caldwell County Y  

14.  Dan Gibson Caldwell County (Smaller Cities) Y  

15.  Jerry Borcherding  Hays County N Alex Flores 

16.  David Fowler Hays County (Smaller Cities) Y  
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17.  Charlie Watts Travis County Y  

18.  Alex Amponsah Travis County (Smaller Cities) Y  

19.  Bob Daigh Williamson County Y  

20.  Terri Crauford 
Williamson County (Smaller 

Cities) 
Y  

21.  David Marsh CARTS N Ed Collins 

22.  Justin Word CTRMA N  Mike Sexton 

23.  Todd Hemingson Capital Metro Y  

24.  Marisabel Ramthun TxDOT Y  

 

Other Participants Via Phone:  None 
 

2.   Approval of the May 21, 2018 Meeting Summary ....................................................... Chair Polasek 

 

Mr. Bob Daigh moved for approval of the May 21, 2018 meeting summary. 

 

Mr. David Fowler seconded the motion.   

 

The motion to approve the meeting summary prevailed unanimously. 

 

 

3.   Presentation on Regional Incident Management Study 

 ............................................................................................ Mr. Tom Fowler, Kimley-Horn & Associates 

 

Mr. Fowler reported that the TAC received a status update on the draft Regional Incident Management 

Study at its April meeting.  Mr. Fowler informed the TAC the draft plan has been completed and is under 

review by an 8-member Stakeholders Committee.  The Stakeholders Committee was tasked with providing 

comments on the draft plan by close of business September 24, 2018.  Mr. Fowler later highlighted and 

discussed the draft Regional Incident Management Study, findings, recommendations, and next steps.  

Question and answer with comments followed. 

 

 

4.   Discussion on Goals and Objectives for the 2045 Long Range Plan 

 .......................................................................................................................... Mr. Kelly Porter, CAMPO  

 

Mr. Porter reported that the 2040 Long Range Plan was adopted on May 2015 and informed the Committee 

that the 2045 Long Range Plan will focus on Special Studies, Platinum Planning, and Regional Arterials. 

Mr. Porter later highlighted and discussed the goals and objectives for the 2045 Long Range Plan as 

indicated in a handout provided to the Committee.  Question and answer with comments followed. 
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5.   Update on Public Participation Plan (PPP) 

 ............................................................................................................................ Ms. Doise Miers, CAMPO 

 

Ms. Miers reported that the PPP was last updated in 2015.  Ms. Miers later highlighted and discussed current 

updates and a timeline for adoption of the PPP.  Question and answer with comments followed.  

 

 

6.   Report on Transportation Planning Activities 

 

a. Federal Highway Administration Grant Opportunities 

Mr. Ashby Johnson reported that CAMPO and AAMPO submitted a joint application for a FHWA grant 

opportunity for Mega Regions Freight Movement.  Mr. Johnson noted that staff has received notification 

that the application was accepted but award of the grant is pending. 

 

 

b. FY 2018 Federal Transit Administration 5310 Project Call 

Mr. Ryan Collins reported that the FY 2018 Federal Transit Administration 5310 Project Call has begun 

and the deadline for submittals is September 28, 2018.  Mr. Collins also reported that an evaluation of the 

projects received is scheduled for October.  Staff will provide status update and schedule at a future meeting.   

 

 

c. Capital Alamo Connection Study Joint MPO TAC Workshop 

Mr. Ashby Johnson also reported that TxDOT is hosting a Joint MPO TAC Workshop on the Capital Alamo 

Connection Study.  Mr. Johnson reported that the workshop is scheduled for October 2, 2018 at 10:00 a.m. 

at the San Marcos Activity Center.  A brief question and answer followed. 

 

 

7.   TAC Chair Announcements 

 

There were no announcements. 

 

 

8.  Adjournment 

 

The September 24, 2018 meeting of the Technical Advisory Committee was adjourned at 3:14 p.m. 



  Date:           October 22, 2018 
  Continued From:                         N/A 

 Action Requested:                       Approval  

  

To: Technical Advisory Committee 

From: Mr. Tom Fowler, Kimley-Horn & Associates 

Agenda Item: 3 

 Subject: Recommendation to Adopt Draft Regional Incident Management Study 

RECOMMENDATION 

Staff is seeking recommendation for Transportation Policy Board adoption of the Draft Regional Incident 

Management Study. 
  

PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

CAMPO is currently in the final phases of developing the Regional Incident Management Strategic Plan 

and Performance Assessment.  The study recommendations and draft report have been guided and 

reviewed by a Project Steering Committee which includes TxDOT, CTRMA, Hays County, Travis 

County, City of Austin and the City of Round Rock.  The draft report has also been peer reviewed by 

experts at the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI).  Outreach has included individual meetings with 

stakeholder agencies and three stakeholder workshops.  To date more than 54 individuals from 20 

different agencies have provided input into the plan, including local and state transportation, public safety, 

emergency management, and towing industry representatives. 
 

The Regional Incident Management Strategic Plan and Performance Assessment study has identified 29 

strategies, programs, and projects to support three goals: 

• Reduce the impacts of incidents to travelers in the Region, including reduced roadway clearance 

time, incident clearance time, and time to return to normal traffic flow; 

• Reduce secondary crashes in the Region; and 

• Provide accurate and timely traveler information to travelers throughout the Region. 
 

Recommendations have been categorized into seven areas:  Policy, Communication and Coordination, 

Infrastructure, Response and Clearance Procedures, Training, Data and Performance Measures, and Public 

Engagement.  Estimated costs for improvements in each of these areas vary from policy improvements 

which may have no direct costs associated with them to infrastructure improvements which may have 

substantial implementation costs.  Responsibility for funding recommended improvements, should they be 

implemented, will fall primarily on the various lead agencies responsible for each.   
 

A data-driven benefit-cost analysis has been conducted to quantify the potential return on investment to 

the Region for many of the proposed recommendations that were conducive to quantitative analysis.  

Funding and training opportunities to promote incident management strategies have also been identified.   
 

Next steps include presenting to the Transportation Policy Board (TPB) for approval in December 2018. 
 

FINANCIAL IMPACT 

None. 
 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

CAMPO Regional Incident Management Strategic Plan and Performance Assessment Draft Report 
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POLICY Develop Regional Open Roads Policy

Develop a standardized HAZMAT and non-HAZMAT clean-up policy for the Region

Create a position for a Regional TIM Coordinator

Develop standard operating procedures for TMC coordination throughout the Region

Develop platform for shared viewing of all cameras and DMS throughout the Region

Develop a regional repository for incident status available to all CAMPO agencies

Expand sharing of computer-aided dispatch (CAD) data throughout the Region

INFRASTRUCTURE Expand freeway lighting coverage

Expand CCTV camera coverage on freeways

Expand DMS coverage on freeways

Deploy DMS on state routes in rural areas at key decision points in the CAMPO Region

Expand arterial DMS coverage in the City of Austin

Expand traffic signal preemption for emergency vehicles

Expand HERO service patrol coverage to additional freeways

Expand HERO service patrol coverage to regional arterials

Implement rapid clear no-cost towing on freeways

Implement rapid clear no-cost towing on regional arterials 

Implement centralized location-based towing dispatch throughout the Region

Implement heavy-tow program throughout the Region

Procure advanced crash investigation equipment for law enforcement throughout the Region  

TRAINING Support continued regional interdisciplinary TIM training 

Educate first responder agencies about capabilities of HERO service patrol vehicles

Provide training for advanced crash investigation equipment to law enforcement throughout the Region  

Standardize regional TIM data collection, data visualization, and performance measures

Share regional TIM performance data between public agencies in data dashboard

Share regional TIM performance data with media and public in annual report and data dashboard       

Increase knowledge and support of HERO through public education efforts

Raise awareness of statewide Steer It, Clear It law

Improve traveler information quality through increased coordination with private sector providers
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DATA & 
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TxDOT District Average Incident Clearance Times
(July 2018)

Collision Duration (min) Disabled Vehicle Duration (min)

Notes 
• Incident Clearance Time: A measure of the average time (in minutes) from incident 

detection to clearance for collisions (plus overturns & fires) and disabled vehicles 
(plus stalls & abandoned vehicles). 

• Incidents included in this dataset occurred along HERO-patrolled roadways and were 
tracked by TxDOT through their advanced traffic management system software. 
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SHORT-TERM 

(0-4 YEARS)

MID-TERM 

(5-10 YEARS)

LONG-TERM 

(10+ YEARS)

 LOW COST OF 

IMPLEMENTATION

EASE OF 

IMPLEMENTATION

BENEFIT-COST 

RATIO

POLICY Develop Regional Open Roads Policy CAMPO

Develop a standardized HAZMAT and non-HAZMAT clean-up policy for the Region CAMPO

Create a position for a Regional TIM Coordinator CAMPO or TxDOT

Develop standard operating procedures for TMC coordination throughout the Region TxDOT, CTRMA, or Municipalities

Develop platform for shared viewing of all cameras and DMS throughout the Region TxDOT or CAMPO

Develop a regional repository for incident status available to all CAMPO agencies TxDOT or CAMPO

Expand sharing of computer-aided dispatch (CAD) data throughout the Region Transportation and Public Safety Agencies

INFRASTRUCTURE Expand freeway lighting coverage TxDOT

Expand CCTV camera coverage on freeways TxDOT

Expand DMS coverage on freeways TxDOT

Deploy DMS on state routes in rural areas at key decision points in the CAMPO Region TxDOT

Expand arterial DMS coverage in the City of Austin City of Austin

Expand traffic signal preemption for emergency vehicles Regional Municipalities

Expand HERO service patrol coverage to additional freeways TxDOT

Expand HERO service patrol coverage to regional arterials TxDOT and Regional Municipalities

Implement rapid clear no-cost towing on freeways CAMPO or Regional Municipalities

Implement rapid clear no-cost towing on regional arterials CAMPO or Regional Municipalities

Implement centralized location-based towing dispatch throughout the Region CAMPO or Regional Municipalities

Implement heavy-tow program throughout the Region CAMPO, TxDOT, or Regional Municipalities

Procure advanced crash investigation equipment for law enforcement throughout the Region  CAMPO, TxDOT, or DPS

TRAINING Support continued regional interdisciplinary TIM training CAMPO or TxDOT

Educate first responder agencies about capabilities of HERO service patrol vehicles TxDOT

Provide training for advanced crash investigation equipment to law enforcement throughout the Region  CAMPO, TxDOT, or DPS

Standardize regional TIM data collection, data visualization, and performance measures TxDOT or CAMPO

Share regional TIM performance data between public agencies in data dashboard TxDOT or CAMPO

Share regional TIM performance data with media and public in annual report and data dashboard       CAMPO and TxDOT

Increase knowledge and support of HERO through public education efforts TxDOT and CAMPO

Raise awareness of statewide Steer It, Clear It law TxDOT and CAMPO

Improve traveler information quality through increased coordination with private sector providers Transportation Agencies

CAMPO REGIONAL INCIDENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIC PLAN AND PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

COMMUNICATION & 

COORDINATION

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

RESPONSE & 

CLEARANCE

ESTIMATED SCORE (                = Best)PROJECTED IMPLEMENTATION TIME FRAME

LEAD AGENCYRECOMMENDATION

DATA & 

PERFORMANCE 

MEASURES
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Figure 14 – Summary of Funding Opportunities
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Date:                 October 22, 2018  

Continued From: N/A 

    Action Requested:   Information  

 
 

  

To: 
 

Technical Advisory Committee 

From: Mr. Dave Freidenfeld, TxDOT TP&P 

Mr. Jose Campos, FHWA 
 

Agenda Item: 4 

Subject: Presentation on Federal Roadway Functional Classification  

 

RECOMMENDATION 

None.  This item is for informational purposes only.  

 

 

PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

CAMPO is working with TxDOT-Austin and regional partners to develop a 2045 Regional Arterials 

Plan. As part of the work, we are evaluating the current arterial network and developing concepts for 

potential improvements. The topic of roadway functional classification has come up in the discussions 

with the plan steering committee. As part of this ongoing effort CAMPO has requested that TxDOT 

TP&P and FHWA provide additional information about the federal roadway functional classification 

meaning and process.  

 

 

FINANCIAL IMPACT 

None 

 

 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
1. Highway Functional Classification Concepts, Criteria and Procedures, Section 3 
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SECTION 3. CRITERIA 

3.1 Definitions and Characteristics 
The previous section provided a general overview of the functional classification 
categories of Arterial, Collector and Local. For Federal functional classification 
purposes, this section breaks these categories down further to stratify the range of 
mobility and access functions that roadways serve. Additionally, the physical 
layout and the official designation of some roadways dictate the classification of 
certain roadways. 

3.1.1 Interstates 
Interstates are the highest classification of Arterials and were designed and 
constructed with mobility and long-distance travel in mind. (Figure 3-1) Since 
their inception in the 1950’s, the Interstate System has provided a superior network 
of limited access, divided highways offering high levels of mobility while linking 
the major urban areas of the United States.  

Determining the functional 
classification designation of many 
roadways can be somewhat subjective, 
but with the Interstate category of 
Arterials, there is no ambiguity. 
Roadways in this functional 
classification category are officially 
designated as Interstates by the 
Secretary of Transportation, and all 
routes that comprise the Dwight D. 
Eisenhower National System of 
Interstate and Defense Highways 
belong to the Interstate functional classification category and are considered 
Principal Arterials. 

3.1.2 Other Freeways & Expressways  
Roadways in this functional classification category look very similar to Interstates. 
While there can be regional differences in the use of the terms ‘freeway’ and 
‘expressway’, for the purpose of functional classification the roads in this 
classification have directional travel lanes are usually separated by some type of 
physical barrier, and their access and egress points are limited to on- and off-ramp 
locations or a very limited number of at-grade intersections. Like Interstates, these 
roadways are designed and constructed to maximize their mobility function, and 
abutting land uses are not directly served by them. 

 
 

Access control is a key 
factor in the realm of 
functional 
classification. All 
Interstates are 
“limited access” or 
“controlled access” 
roadways. The use of 
the word “access” in 
this context refers to 
the ability to access 
the roadway and not 
the abutting land 
use—these roadways 
provide no “access” to 
abutting land uses. 
Access to these 
roadways is controlled 
or limited to maximize 
mobility by 
eliminating conflicts 
with driveways and at-
grade intersections 
that would otherwise 
hinder travel speed. 
Access to these 
roadways is limited to 
a set of controlled 
locations at entrance 
and exit ramps. 
Travelers use a much 
lower functionally 
classified roadway to 
reach their 
destination. 

Figure 3-1: Example of Interstate 

 

Source:  CDM Smith 
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3.1.3 Other Principal Arterials 
These roadways serve major centers of 
metropolitan areas, provide a high degree of 
mobility and can also provide mobility 
through rural areas. Unlike their access-
controlled counterparts, abutting land uses 
can be served directly. Forms of access for 
Other Principal Arterial roadways include 
driveways to specific parcels and at-grade 
intersections with other roadways. (Figure 
3-2) For the most part, roadways that fall 
into the top three functional classification 
categories (Interstate, Other Freeways & 
Expressways and Other Principal Arterials) provide similar service in both urban 
and rural areas. The primary difference is that there are usually multiple Arterial 
routes serving a particular urban area, radiating out from the urban center to serve 
the surrounding region. In contrast, an expanse of a rural area of equal size would 
be served by a single Arterial. 

Table 3-1 presents a few key differences between the character of service that 
urban and rural Arterials provide. 

Table 3-1: Characteristics of Urban and Rural Arterials 
Urban Rural 

• Serve major activity centers, highest 
traffic volume corridors and longest trip 
demands 

• Carry high proportion of total urban 
travel on minimum of mileage 

• Interconnect and provide continuity for 
major rural corridors to accommodate 
trips entering and leaving urban area 
and movements through the urban 
area 

• Serve demand for intra-area travel 
between the central business district 
and outlying residential areas 

•  Serve corridor movements having trip 
length and travel density characteristics 
indicative of substantial statewide or 
interstate travel 

• Connect all or nearly all Urbanized 
Areas and a large majority of Urban 
Clusters with 25,000 and over 
population 

• Provide an integrated network of 
continuous routes without stub 
connections (dead ends) 

3.1.4 Minor Arterials 
Minor Arterials provide service for trips of 
moderate length, serve geographic areas that 
are smaller than their higher Arterial 
counterparts and offer connectivity to the 
higher Arterial system. In an urban context, 
they interconnect and augment the higher 
Arterial system, provide intra-community 
continuity and may carry local bus routes. 
(Figure 3-3)  

Figure 3-2: Example of  
Other Principal Arterial 

 
Source:  CDM Smith 

Figure 3-3: Example of  
Urban Minor Arterial 

 
Source:  Unsourced photo 
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In rural settings, Minor Arterials should be identified and spaced at intervals 
consistent with population density, so that all developed areas are within a 
reasonable distance of a higher level Arterial. Additionally, Minor Arterials in rural 
areas are typically designed to provide relatively high overall travel speeds, with 
minimum interference to through movement. The spacing of Minor Arterial 
streets may typically vary from 1/8- to 1/2-mile in the central business district 
(CBD) and 2 to 3 miles in the suburban fringes. Normally, the spacing should not 
exceed 1 mile in fully developed areas (see Table 3-2).  

Table 3-2: Characteristics of Urban and Rural Minor Arterials 

Urban Rural 

• Interconnect and augment the higher-
level Arterials 

• Serve trips of moderate length at a 
somewhat lower level of travel 
mobility than Principal Arterials 

• Distribute traffic to smaller geographic 
areas than those served by higher-level 
Arterials 

• Provide more land access than 
Principal Arterials without penetrating 
identifiable neighborhoods 

• Provide urban connections for Rural 
Collectors 

• Link cities and larger towns (and other 
major destinations such as resorts 
capable of attracting travel over long 
distances) and form an integrated 
network providing interstate and inter-
county service 

• Be spaced at intervals, consistent with 
population density, so that all 
developed areas within the State are 
within a reasonable distance of an 
Arterial roadway 

• Provide service to corridors with trip 
lengths and travel density greater than 
those served by Rural Collectors and 
Local Roads and with relatively high 
travel speeds and minimum 
interference to through movement 

3.1.5 Major and Minor Collectors 
Collectors serve a critical role in the roadway network by gathering traffic from 
Local Roads and funneling them to the Arterial network. Within the context of 
functional classification, Collectors are broken down into two categories: Major 
Collectors and Minor Collectors. Until recently, this division was considered only 
in the rural environment. Currently, all Collectors, regardless of whether they are 
within a rural area or an urban area, may be sub-stratified into major and minor 
categories. The determination of whether a given Collector is a Major or a Minor 
Collector is frequently one of the biggest challenges in functionally classifying a 
roadway network. 

In the rural environment, Collectors generally serve primarily intra-county travel 
(rather than statewide) and constitute those routes on which (independent of 
traffic volume) predominant travel distances are shorter than on Arterial routes. 
Consequently, more moderate speeds may be posted. 

The distinctions between Major Collectors and Minor Collectors are often subtle. 
Generally, Major Collector routes are longer in length; have lower connecting 
driveway densities; have higher speed limits; are spaced at greater intervals; have 
higher annual average traffic volumes; and may have more travel lanes than their 
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Minor Collector counterparts. Careful consideration should be given to these 
factors when assigning a Major or Minor Collector designation. In rural areas, 
AADT and spacing may be the most significant designation factors. Since Major 
Collectors offer more mobility and Minor Collectors offer more access, it is 
beneficial to reexamine these two fundamental concepts of functional 
classification. Overall, the total mileage of Major Collectors is typically lower than 
the total mileage of Minor Collectors, while the total Collector mileage is typically 
one-third of the Local roadway network (see Table 3-3). 

Table 3-3: Characteristics of Major and Minor Collectors (Urban and Rural) 

MAJOR COLLECTORS 
Urban Rural 

• Serve both land access and traffic 
circulation in higher density residential, 
and commercial/industrial areas 

• Penetrate residential neighborhoods, 
often for significant distances 

• Distribute and channel trips between 
Local Roads and Arterials, usually over 
a distance of greater than three-
quarters of a mile 

• Operating characteristics include 
higher speeds and more signalized 
intersections 

• Provide service to any county seat not 
on an Arterial route, to the larger 
towns not directly served by the higher 
systems and to other traffic generators 
of equivalent intra-county importance 
such as consolidated schools, shipping 
points, county parks and important 
mining and agricultural areas 

• Link these places with nearby larger 
towns and cities or with Arterial routes 

• Serve the most important intra-county 
travel corridors 

MINOR COLLECTORS 
Urban Rural 

• Serve both land access and traffic 
circulation in lower density residential 
and commercial/industrial areas 

• Penetrate residential neighborhoods, 
often only for a short distance 

• Distribute and channel trips between 
Local Roads and Arterials, usually over 
a distance of less than three-quarters 
of a mile 

• Operating characteristics include lower 
speeds and fewer signalized 
intersections 

• Be spaced at intervals, consistent with 
population density, to collect traffic 
from Local Roads and bring all 
developed areas within reasonable 
distance of a Collector 

• Provide service to smaller communities 
not served by a higher class facility 

• Link locally important traffic generators 
with their rural hinterlands  

3.1.6 Local Roads 
Locally classified roads account for the largest percentage of all roadways in terms 
of mileage. They are not intended for use in long distance travel, except at the 
origin or destination end of the trip, due to their provision of direct access to 
abutting land. Bus routes generally do not run on Local Roads. They are often 
designed to discourage through traffic. As public roads, they should be accessible 
for public use throughout the year.  
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Local Roads are often classified by default. In other words, once all Arterial and 
Collector roadways have been identified, all remaining roadways are classified as 
Local Roads (see Table 3-4).  

Table 3-4: Characteristics of Urban and Rural Local Roads 

Urban Rural 
• Provide direct access to adjacent land 
• Provide access to higher systems 
• Carry no through traffic movement 
• Constitute the mileage not classified as 

part of the Arterial and Collector 
systems 

• Serve primarily to provide access to 
adjacent land 

• Provide service to travel over short 
distances as compared to higher 
classification categories 

• Constitute the mileage not classified as 
part of the Arterial and Collector 
systems 

3.2 Putting it all Together 
The functional classification system groups roadways into a logical series of 
decisions based upon the character of travel service they provide. Figure 3-4 
presents this process, starting from assigning the function of an Arterial by its 
level of access (limited or full) or Non-Arterial (full access).  

Figure 3-4: Federal Functional Classification Decision Tree 

 
Source: FHWA and CDM Smith 

While this document emphasizes the importance of function and service over the 
urban/rural distinction when classifying roads, the classification process is still 
influenced by the intensity and distribution of land development patterns. 
Classification of roadways in urban areas is typically guided by the local 
comprehensive planning and design process, or the fundamental principles of 
roadway functional classification. In comparison, rural development patterns are 
often more diverse, if not less orderly, thereby making the functional classification 
determination of some rural roadways more challenging (see Figure 3-5 and 
Figure 3-6). 
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Figure 3-5: Map of an Urban Area’s Roadway Network 
(Functional Classification more evident) 

 
Source: CDM Smith 

Figure 3-6: Map of a Rural Area’s Roadway Network 
(Functional Classification less evident)  

 
Source: CDM Smith 

When comparing urban and rural areas, perhaps the most relevant characteristic is 
the density of the roadway network. Even with a cursory view of a map of an urban 
area’s roadway network, the functional classification of many roadways can be 
discerned due the differences in roadway size. In contrast, the functional 
classification of the roadway network in many rural areas is less readily apparent, 
primarily due to the relatively inconsistent roadway spacing. 

Nevertheless, functional classifications should be assigned based on actual 
functional criteria, rather than the location of the roadway within an urban or 
rural context. 

3.3 A Real World Example 
At this point, the concepts, criteria and definitions of all Federal functional 
classification categories have been presented. However, to strengthen the 
functional classification practitioner’s understanding of these topics, the real 
world example of the city of Worcester, MA is presented below (Figure 3-7).  
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1. The city of Worcester is served by two interstate routes, Interstate 190 and 
Interstate 290 (shown in black). These Interstates provide high mobility 
service to residential communities to the north, northeast and south sides 
of the city. 

2. A handful of Other Freeways & Expressways and Other Principal Arterials 
(shown in red and blue) radiate out from the central core of the city and 
provide direct service into, out of and through the city, offering 
connections to the surrounding areas not served by the Interstates. 

3. An even larger number of Minor Arterials (shown in green) provide 
connectivity between the Interstate, Other Freeways & Expressways and 
Other Principal Arterials and are rather evenly spaced. Note that only a 
few of these Minor Arterial routes actually extend outside of the city 
border, as most of them terminate at Arterials within the city limits. 

4. The Collector roadway system (shown in brown) consists of relatively 
shorter routes that mainly connect to Minor Arterials. 

5. All other roadways (shown in gray) are Local Roads and comprise the vast 
majority of the mileage of the city’s roadway network. 

 

Figure 3-7: Worcester, MA Roadway System  
Shaded area depicts the Urbanized Area 
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3.4 Final Considerations 
In many instances, assigning a functional classification to a roadway is 
straightforward, especially for Interstates and Locals. However, there is flexibility 
when deciding between adjacent classifications. For example, deciding whether a 
given roadway acts as a Minor Arterial or Major Collector can be subject to debate. 
Deciding between a Major Collector and Minor Collector assignment can be even 
more challenging.  

To assist transportation planners responsible for determining the functional 
classification of roadways, this guidebook offers a helpful tool that can make the 
classification process of classifying “borderline” roadways a bit easier. Table 3-5 
illustrates the range of lane width, shoulder width, AADTs, divided/undivided 
status, access control and access points per mile by functional classification 
categories.  

Table 3-5 also presents guidelines for mileage and VMT ranges for Federal 
functional classifications of roads. These guidelines are based on an analysis of 
2008 HPMS data and are adjusted to represent reasonable ranges. The table 
presents mileage and VMT extents for rural states, urban states and all states. For 
this purpose rural states are defined as having 75 percent or less of their 
population in urban areas. Research determined this was a natural breakpoint that 
approximated the geographic difference between the States. 

As expected, Interstates account for the lowest portion of total system miles, but 
the greatest portion of travel. Conversely, Local Roads comprise the greatest 
portion of system mileage with Collectors carrying the lowest percentage of travel 
volume. Therefore, as a primary consideration in functional classification, 
planners and engineers can use mileage as a guideline. Where roadway systems 
significantly deviate from these ranges, State DOTs should consider adjusting their 
roadway assignments during the functional 
classification review process and at least every 
10 years as part of the response to Census 
defined Urban Boundary changes. FHWA 
intends to review these guideline ranges for 
mileage and VMT periodically. 

Lastly, as a result of variances within the 
functional classification system, the guidelines 
have overlapping ranges of values. This allows 
greater flexibility in determining functional 
classification (see Figure 3-8). 

 

Figure 3-8: Classification Overlap 

 
Source: FHWA 
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Table 3-5: VMT and Mileage Guidelines by Functional Classifications - Arterials 

  
Arterials 

Interstate Other Freeways & Expressway Other Principal Arterial Minor Arterial 
Typical Characteristics 

Lane Width 12 feet 11 - 12 feet 11 - 12 feet 10 feet - 12 feet 
Inside Shoulder Width 4 feet - 12 feet 0 feet - 6 feet 0 feet 0 feet 

Outside Shoulder Width 10 feet - 12 feet 8 feet - 12 feet 8 feet - 12 feet 4 feet - 8 feet 
AADT1 (Rural) 12,000 - 34,000 4,000 - 18,5002 2,000 - 8,5002 1,500 - 6,000 

AADT1 (Urban) 35,000 - 129,000 13,000 - 55,0002 7,000 – 27,0002 3,000 - 14,000 
Divided/Undivided Divided Undivided/Divided Undivided/Divided Undivided 

Access Fully Controlled Partially/Fully Controlled Partially/Uncontrolled Uncontrolled 
Mileage/VMT Extent (Percentage Ranges)1  

Rural System         
Mileage Extent for Rural States2 1% - 3% 0% - 2% 2% - 6% 2% - 6% 

Mileage Extent  for Urban States 1% - 2% 0% - 2% 2% - 5% 3% - 7% 
Mileage Extent for All States 1% - 2% 0% - 2% 2% - 6% 3% - 7% 
VMT Extent for Rural States2 18% - 38% 0% - 7% 15% - 31% 9% - 20% 

VMT Extent  for Urban States 18% - 34% 0% - 8% 12% - 29% 12% - 19% 
VMT Extent for All States 20% - 38% 0% - 8% 14% - 30% 11% - 20% 
Urban System         

Mileage Extent for Rural States2 1% - 3% 0% - 2% 4% - 9% 7% - 14% 
Mileage Extent  for Urban States 1% - 2% 0% - 2% 4% - 5% 7% - 12% 

Mileage Extent for All States 1% - 3% 0% - 2% 4% - 5% 7% - 14% 
VMT Extent for Rural States2 17% - 31% 0% - 12% 16% - 33% 14% - 27% 

VMT Extent  for Urban States 17% - 30% 3% - 18% 17% - 29% 15% - 22% 
VMT Extent for All States 17% - 31% 0% - 17% 16% - 31% 14% - 25% 

Qualitative Description (Urban) 

• Serve major activity centers, highest traffic volume corridors, and longest trip demands 
• Carry high proportion of total urban travel on minimum of mileage 
• Interconnect and provide continuity for major rural corridors to accommodate trips 

entering and leaving urban area and movements through the urban area 
• Serve demand for intra-area travel between the central business district and outlying 

residential areas 

• Interconnect with and augment the principal arterials 
• Serve trips of moderate length at a somewhat lower level of travel 

mobility than principal arterials 
• Distribute traffic to smaller geographic areas than those served by 

principal arterials  
• Provide more land access than principal arterials without penetrating 

identifiable neighborhoods  
• Provide urban connections for rural collectors 

Qualitative Description (Rural) 

• Serve corridor movements having trip length and travel density characteristics 
indicative of substantial statewide or interstate travel  

• Serve all or nearly all urbanized areas and a large majority of urban clusters areas with 
25,000 and over population 

• Provide an integrated network of continuous routes without stub connections (dead 
ends) 

 

• Link cities and larger towns (and other major destinations such as 
resorts capable of attracting travel over long distances) and form an 
integrated network providing interstate and inter-county service 

• Spaced at intervals, consistent with population density, so that all 
developed areas within the State are within a reasonable distance of 
an arterial roadway  

 Provide service to corridors with trip lengths and travel density 
greater than those served by rural collectors and local roads and 
with relatively high travel speeds and minimum interference to 
through movement 

1- Ranges in this table are derived from 2011 HPMS data.   
2- For this table, Rural States are defined as those with a maximum of 75 percent of their population in urban centers.  
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Table 3-6: VMT and Mileage Guidelines by Functional Classifications – Collectors and Locals 
  Collectors  Local 

 Major Collector2 Minor Collector2 

 
Typical Characteristics  

Lane Width 10 feet - 12 feet 10 - 11 feet 8 feet - 10 feet 
Inside Shoulder Width 0 feet 0 feet 0 feet 

Outside Shoulder Width 1 feet - 6 feet 1 feet - 4 feet 0 feet - 2 feet 
AADT1 (Rural) 300 - 2,600  150 - 1,110 15 - 400 

AADT1 (Urban) 1,100 - 6,3002 80 - 700 
Divided/Undivided Undivided Undivided Undivided 

Access Uncontrolled Uncontrolled Uncontrolled 
Mileage/VMT Extent (Percentage Ranges)1   

Rural System       
Mileage Extent for Rural States3 8% - 19% 3% - 15% 62% - 74% 

Mileage Extent  for Urban States 10% - 17% 5% - 13% 66% - 74% 
Mileage Extent for All States 9% - 19% 4% - 15% 64% - 75% 
VMT Extent for Rural States3 10% - 23% 1% - 8% 8% - 23% 

VMT Extent  for Urban States 12% - 24% 3% - 10% 7% - 20% 
VMT Extent for All States 12% - 23% 2% - 9% 8% - 23% 

Urban System       
Mileage Extent for Rural States3 3% - 16% 3% - 16%2 62% - 74% 

Mileage Extent  for Urban States 7% - 13% 7% - 13%2 67% - 76% 
Mileage Extent for All States 7% - 15% 7% - 15%2 63% - 75% 
VMT Extent for Rural States3 2% - 13% 2% - 12%2 9% - 25% 

VMT Extent  for Urban States 7% - 13% 7% - 13%2 6% - 24% 
VMT Extent for All States 5% - 13% 5% - 13%2 6% - 25% 

Qualitative Description (Urban) 

• Serve both land access and traffic circulation in higher 
density residential, and commercial/industrial areas  

• Penetrate residential neighborhoods, often for 
significant distances 

• Distribute and channel trips between local  streets and 
arterials, usually over a distance of greater than three-
quarters of a mile 

• Serve both land access and traffic circulation in 
lower density residential, and 
commercial/industrial areas 

• Penetrate residential neighborhoods, often only 
for a short distance 

• Distribute and channel trips between local 
streets  and arterials, usually over a distance of 
less than three-quarters of a mile 

• Provide direct access to adjacent land  
• Provide access to higher systems  
• Carry no through traffic movement 

Qualitative Description (Rural) 

• Provide service to any county seat not on an arterial 
route, to the larger towns not directly served by the 
higher systems, and to other traffic generators of 
equivalent intra-county importance such as 
consolidated schools, shipping points, county parks, 
important mining and agricultural areas  

• Link these places with nearby larger towns and cities or 
with arterial routes 

• Serve the most important intra-county travel corridors 

• Be spaced at intervals, consistent with 
population density, to collect traffic from local 
roads and bring all developed areas within 
reasonable distance of a minor collector   

• Provide service to smaller communities not 
served by a higher class facility  

• Link locally important traffic generators with 
their rural hinterlands  

• Serve primarily to provide access to adjacent 
land  

• Provide service to travel over short distances 
as compared to higher classification 
categories 

• Constitute the mileage not classified as part 
of the arterial and collectors systems 

1- Ranges in this table are derived from 2011 HPMS data.   
2- Information for Urban Major and Minor Collectors is approximate, based on a small number of States reporting.  
3- For this table, Rural States are defined as those with a maximum of 75 percent of their population in urban centers.  
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Mileage and Daily Vehicle - Miles of Travel (DVMT) Ranges: While these 
guidelines should be considered general rules of thumb, FHWA encourages State 
DOTs to generate similar statistics for their roadway network and evaluate whether 
they fall within the normal ranges presented here. States should also apply the 
urban and rural guidelines as appropriate to their urban and rural areas.  

Annual Average Daily Traffic: Roadway traffic volumes are typically expressed as 
annual average daily traffic (AADT) and represent one of the most objective 
characteristics of a roadway’s usage, providing a standard, easy to understand and 
simple metric for comparing the relative importance of roadways. In general, the 
higher the traffic volume is, the higher the functional classification will be (relative 
to the norms in the surrounding area). Therefore, examining the AADT with other 
roadways in both the immediate vicinity (and in the region as a whole) is helpful 
when deciding a “borderline” roadway classification. If, for example, when trying 
to determine whether a given roadway with an AADT of 3,500 should be classified 
as a Minor Arterial or Major Collector, most of the Minor Arterials (in the 
immediate area and the region at large) fall within the 4,000 to 10,000 range, and 
the Major Collectors fall within the 2,000 to 4,000 range, the roadway should be 
classified as a Major Collector. 

The Big Picture: If there still remains some ambiguity surrounding what 
classification should be applied to a given roadway, it is often helpful to examine 
the roadways in close proximity to it and to consider the spacing. For example, if 
trying to determine whether a roadway should be classified as a Minor Arterial or 
Major Collector, it is useful to take a “step back” and determine whether any 
functional classification is under- or over-represented. If the area has a significant 
number of Minor Arterials, then the roadway could very well be best classified as a 
Major Collector. Alternatively, if there is not another Minor Arterial within a few 
mile radius of the roadway (assuming an urban context), then the roadway may 
best be designated as a Minor Arterial. 

Even after careful review of a given roadway’s attributes, a small set of roadway 
segments that are difficult to classify can remain. For this reason, the set of 
mileage guidelines in Tables 3-5 and 3-6 can help provide high-level guidance 
regarding both the extent (mileage) and usage (daily vehicle miles of travel 
[DVMT]) of the roadway system that should fall into the different functional 
classification categories. While these guidelines have been developed for 
application at the State level, they can also be applied within regions.  

State DOTs are 
required to collect, 
analyze and publish 
traffic data on the 
roadways within their 
borders. Specifically, 
through the Highway 
Performance 
Monitoring System, 
each roadway segment 
on the Federal-aid 
highway (e.g., urban 
roadways classified as 
Minor Collectors and 
above and rural 
roadways classified as 
Major Collectors and 
above) is required to 
have an AADT value 
that is based on an 
actual traffic count 
within the last3 years. 
Therefore, AADT is a 
readily available and 
objective metric that 
can be brought into 
the functional 
classification 
determination process. 
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